
 

Accessory of the Month 
 

June 2024 

Accessories can be purchased from an authorised Janome Dealer >  Janome.com.au  

Bobbin Holder for Free Motion Quilting and Hand-look Stitching [Blue Dot] 
 

Do you have issues with your free motion stitching?  We use a free motion foot, so why not also use a bobbin holder 

made for free motion work. The majority of Janome Bobbin Holders have a coloured dot, the most common being the 

red dot bobbin holder for everyday sewing. This FMQ bobbin holder is often called the Blue Dot Bobbin Holder. It is                

preset with a lower tension, making it easier to achieve even tension control when free motion quilting or using the                    

machines built-in hand-look stitches. Stitch smarter and enjoy your creative passion.  
 

 

The Accessory of the Month is used in our ‘Block of the Month 2024’.   Download link < Block 9 and Block 10  >  
 

‘”BOM 2024” is about learning to use various stitches, accessories and techniques.  At the end of the year all blocks are 

pieced together, quilted and bound into a completed quilt project.  

 

Did you know Janome have a Bobbin Holder Cleaner [Part number 859858007]    

Used to clean the bobbin area and bobbin holder after sewing with adhesives such as basting sprays, iron-on stabilizer, 

sticky stabilizer, etc.  Cleaning the bobbin area & bobbin holder after using these products can prevent the bobbin holder 

from jamming as any residual glue will heat up with friction and you can experience stitching issues  plus a sticky bobbin 

holder…..take 5 minutes to clean giving some TLC. 

Part Number  Compatible Machines 

 

202433008 

 

Exclusive to Continental models: CM17, CM8P, CM7P & CM6 

200445007 All top-loading models with built-in automatic thread cutter 9mm & 7mm                      

Excluding Continental models [CM17, CM8P, CM7P, CM6] 

202006008 All top-loading models without built-in automatic thread cutter 7mm 

http://janome.com.au/find-a-dealer/
https://janome.com.au/wp-content/uploads/June_JA_BOM2024.zip

